
FANTASY AND TRUTH

One speaks with conviction of the sudden attack of Nazi Germany on the Soviet Union and Hitler’s 
treachery. However, the facts are completely different!

Stalin planned World War II carefully and prepared it as a war of aggression. He induced Hitler to 
start this war, and Hitler bottomless stupidity coupled to his primitive Karl-May mentality came in 
very handy. His plan, followed to the letter, was to get involve the West in a bloody war and bleed it 
dry, and then using his war machine to delight the bled dry and exhausted Western world with a 
total and violent communism! Stalin’s unrestricted mobilization of his incapacitated population and 
the buildup of its armed forces and entire war potential on the western borders of his slave empire 
slaves before his  “friendship” and “alliance” with Hitler’s  Germany, is  proof of this.  The pact, 
economic assistance and backing given during the “honey moon in friendship” with Hitler was an 
integral part of this global war plan. Hitler in his madness, became a willing and blind tool in the 
hands of the far greater criminal, Stalin! Stalin provoked Hitler to start a war, that at the appropriate 
time,  after  a  victorious  intervention,  ultimately  would  bring  communist  world  domination. 
Fortunately for the world, providence decided otherwise!

Hitler realized,  albeit too late,  Stalin’s intentions and launched a preventive strike whose initial 
success went so to his head, that he decided to conquer Russia. This earned him death, because it 
was beyond his mentality to find a political solution, which within months would have brought him 
victory.  The  “attack”  on  the  Soviet  Union  was  a  preventive  strike  and  militarily  completely 
justified,  however the subsequent criminal invasion of Russia was self-destructive.  Recognizing 
Stalin’s intentions, Hitler he used his so called preparations for the invasion of England as a cover 
and distraction to consolidate his forces for the preventive strike against Stalin. Stalin fell for it! 
This is a classic example of how two criminal minds fell into each other traps, to the fortune of 
Europe and the rest of humanity, which thus escaped a total Bolsheviktization!
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